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Pastor: Fr. Michel Dalton, OFM Capuchin 

Deacons: Steve Kula and Fernando Ona 

 
Masses: Saturday: 5 pm; Sunday: 7, 9 & 11 am; Weekdays: 5 pm  

Reconciliation (Confession): Saturday: 3:45 - 4:15 or by appointment 

 
Our vision:  To be a welcoming parish committed to serving others. 

Our mission:  To make Christ known to the world through Word, Sacrament, Prayer and Service 



 

 

Scripture Readings 

 

Readings for Sunday May 10, 2020 

Fifth Sunday of Easter 

1st Reading  Acts  6:1-7 

2nd Reading Pt 2:4-9 

Gospel   John 14:1-12 

 

Readings for Sunday May 17, 2020 

Sixth Sunday of Easter 

1st Reading  Acts 8:5-8 

2nd Reading Pt 3:15-18 

Gospel   Jn  14:15-21 

Holy Trinity Church Contact Information 

5919 Kalanianaole Highway,  

Honolulu, Hawaii  96821 

E-Mail: holytrinity@rcchawaii.org  

Website: holytrinitychurchhi.org 

Telephone (808) 396-0551 

Emergency Telephone: (808) 772-2422 

Please email jweaver@rcchawaii.org  

if you have questions on the Bulletin. 

QR Code 
“Online Giving 

Longtime parishioner: Maureen McGuiness recently 

died in a Senior Care Facility in Stamford, Ct. 

Maureen was a regularly attendee of our 5:00pm 

Saturday night Mass. 

 

 

 

 

 

During this time of lockdown and social distancing, we spend a great deal of time at our computers.  We read 

updates about the pandemic and wonder when it will be over or what we can do while we are in “isolation” to 

relieve some of the suffering, most especially hunger. 

Here’s something we can all do!  Please support the next COVID-19 relief bill to increase benefits for the 

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).  SNAP fights hunger across America.  

Many families and individuals need our help to put nutritious food on their tables without constraining 

qualifications.  

Ensure your voice is heard by our congressional delegates by taking action and passing this alert on to others in 

your network. 

“Jesus, I trust in you.” 

Yours in Christ, 

Paulette Vernay 

Respect Life Office 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forward into the Future...with Hope! 

Fellow Franciscan-Priest, Richard Rohr, has a new book coming out soon.  I read a ‘blurb’ that describes some of 

the subject matter that he writes about.  It says: “Progress is never a straight and uninterrupted line, but we have 

all been formed by the Western Philosophy of Progress that tells us it is, leaving us despairing and cynical.  We 

are indeed ‘saved’ by knowing and surrendering to this universal pattern of reality.  Knowing the full pattern 

allows us to let go of our first order, trust the disorder, and, sometimes even hardest of all—to trust the new 

order.  Three big leaps of faith for all of us, and each of a different character.” 

That is the message of this weekend’s gospel-lesson.  We are brought back to the night of Holy Thursday where 

we hear Jesus preparing His disciples for his departure from this earthly existence.  Tucked into the middle of this 

passage are some of the most memorable and important verses of St. John’s Gospel: 

• “Do not let your hearts be troubled.” 

• “In my Father’s house there are many rooms.” 

• “I am the way, the truth, and the life.” 

• “If you ask for anything, I will do it.” 

Although each of these phrases are important both in a biblical sense and in matters of faith, we should not 

overlook the emotions that the disciples are feeling.  They are confused.  They are filled with fear, especially after 

hearing Him telling them about His impending death.  Then they are confused when He says that they know where 

He is going.  Thomas immediately reacts and says: “No, we don’t!  That is the voice of frustration coming from a 

loving disciple.  He is not denying his relationship with the Lord but is afraid that it is the end for him and the 

others.  Then without skipping a beat, Philip shares his own insecurity with Jesus and the others by asking that 

the Lord, “show us the Father.”  He too wants to hold on to Jesus and not let Him go, for a very real and selfish 

reason, he loves the Lord so much.  Jesus responds to him saying; “…if you have seen me, you have seen the 

Father.” 

Both Thomas and Philip voice their emotions and faith very clearly.  They fear absence, already feel a rush of 

longing, and must verbally protest that they are not comfortable with what is about to happen and what the 

uncertain future will bring.  Going into week #7 of isolation, can we relate to their feelings and apply it to our own 

situation?  For me, the answer is yes on several levels.  No one of us ever saw this pandemic coming and could 

have imagined its impact on the entire world.  Also, none of us could have imagined that we would be in this 

situation, and will be, for months and years to come.  As we move forward there is an unsureness about the 

loosening of restrictions along with the unknown fear if it is safe to leave home and mingle with others, even 

observing all the necessary precautions.  For me it is also the unknown.  What will my life, our worship, our 

church be like moving forward?  We do not know but unlike the disciples we cannot give into fear or 

disillusionment. 

We know and accept that Jesus retained His divinity with the Father and the Holy Spirit while assuming a physical 

body and personality.  We also believe that He was like us in all things but sin.  He then knew the full impact of 

human sorrow, confusion, disappointment, and lament.  He shared our human condition proving that God not only 

cares but understands our situations.  Therefore, we must hear those words of Jesus that I pointed out earlier in 

this writing and must believe them! We must acknowledge the pain inflicted upon millions of people by this virus.  

We must own the fear that we may have as we go forward in our daily lives.  And if there is confusion coming our 

way, we must trust that we are not travelling down these unknow paths alone.  To accomplish these ways of 

behaving I suggest that we adopt Philips words and ask the Lord ‘to show us the Father’.  I am also going to keep 

reminding myself of Jesus’ words that… “He is the way, the truth, and the life.”  If you and I can do this, then we 

have embraced the cross of this pandemic and then can appreciate new life which is part of resurrection. 
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I am not saying that faith makes all things easier.  Rather, it can give us more hope and meaning and hopefully 

displace our fear and anxiety.  The quote from Fr. Richard Rohr’s new book makes complete sense to me given our 

situation.  “knowing the full pattern (of life) allows us to go over our first order,” the ways we were used to in our 

lives.  If we accept that we are living in frightening times, then we might be able to let go of our negative thinking 

because we have identified it.  We will need to “trust disorder,” meaning that this pandemic will have to run its 

course but that we will do everything possible to stop it.  He further says: “and, sometimes even the hardest of 

all—to trust the reorder.”  We must face the reality that even our ‘Order of Worship’ or ways of praying in common, 

celebrating Mass and the sacraments will be different!   

After the horrific events of 9-11 we resisted changes that we had to follow.  None of us likes to take off our shoes, 

belts, and coats before going through the TSA scanners, but we comply!  Likewise, many of us will not like having 

no handshakes or hugs, continually sanitizing our hands, and having to wear masks for an indefinite period.  But 

we will comply!  Yes, all of life will be re-ordered from shopping to praying, from singing to playing, it will all be 

different, and we will comply.  Like those disciples we must adopt a new attitude to successfully navigate our lives 

and faith.  I am not saying that we can easily dismiss our uncertainties.  What I am saying is that Jesus has 

already travelled down a similar road, oftentimes alone.  The big difference here and now is that He always is 

accompanying us.  He really is the way, truth, and life that leads to the Father.  We have not been down this 

particular path before, but with Him at our side we will be better than okay.  He offers life, abundant life both in 

this world and the next. 

On that Holy Thursday night Jesus was not only telling the disciples what would soon happen, He was also 

assuring them that He would never abandon them.  That is a promise He kept for them.  That is a promise He 

keeps for us. 

Looking forward to personally offering you a greeting of Resurrection joy. 

 

Stewardship and Some Good News on the CoronaVirus #7 

The stay at home proclamation has been extended; we are now in week seven.  We’ve become 

accustomed to wearing face masks in public places as well as maintaining social distancing 

even with our parks open.  Our stores have also been creative in maintaining this mandate, 

sanitizing carts,  directional signs while shopping and maintaining necessary crowd control.  

The virtue of patience continues to shore up our emotions. 

And now, for more good news: 

1. Research continues for medications for treatments for today and vaccines for tomorrow. 

2. “There’s an APP for that.” There’s a COVID symptom tracker indicating early signs of disease spread. 

3. South Korea is testing over 5000 citizens daily; only 4 positive confirmations; airport arrivals isolated with 

no local transmissions.  The recovery rate is 84%. 

4. We’ve all learned about video meetings, but the Department of Health now has virtual inspections for 

restaurants; now newly constructed drive-thrus can open. 

5. Washing your hands is still the best and least expensive method to prevent the spread of coronavirus. 

6. Gov Ige has extended the eviction moratorium through May 31. 

 

Remember the value of what we have is truly realized only when lost.  We’re learning to value our health and to 

care for one another.  It’s the hope of Stewardship at Holy Trinity that when this is over. that we remember these 

sacrifices and learn to appreciate what we have.  Let’s look forward to returning to church, our seat and most of 

all, to the neighbor sitting beside us.  Let’s remember the value of what we have when the good times return.   

Stay safe, stay healthy, stay home. 

 



 

 

Stewardship Corner  Lesson  202 

  Stewardship at Holy Trinity Catholic Church 

There’s No Such Thing As A Silly Question 

“Why do questions arise in your hearts.” (Luke 24:38) 

Remember not that many months ago when we might have been planning a vacation?  Seems like ancient history 

perhaps; but we can recall questions we might have had while on a tour in some foreign land. We’ve heard it 

before…”this might be a silly question, but.”  There’s really no such thing, because we wouldn’t ask if we knew 

the answer.  Our great Doctor of the Church, St Thomas Aquinas questioned his faith ”I do not even know if I live 

by faith.”  He seems to have doubted as much as the Apostle Thomas.  Jesus did not reject this doubt, rather He 

put his fears to rest just as he understands our questioning during this time of quarantine.  When will we be able 

to go to Mass?  When will we be able to receive Eucharist?  These are not “silly questions” they are real to us.  We 

just don’t know the answer.  Let’s remember to keep our spirits up as well as our spirituality.  Let’s stay in touch, 

especially with Jesus.  He will put our confusion and fears to rest.  Let’s stay focused on the future.  Let’s 

anticipate the day when we will return to our seat at Holy Trinity and when this is over, let’s welcome one another 

back. 

He is Risen! Happy Easter! Alleluia! Alleluia! 

Summary of Weekly Offerings for Mail-In and  E-Giving for May 2 and 3, 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“You Can’t Out Do God’s Generosity” 

Thank you for your continued support. 

 

* MMR includes a generous $5,000.00 Gift.   

Offerings $9,507.00 

Easter $25.00 

MMR* $6,465.00 

Mother’s Day $185.00 

Rice Bowl $125.00 

Outreach $300.00 

TOTAL $16,607.00 

Stewardship Thoughts and A Shout Out to our Children 

(Adapted from: author unknown) 

Applause for everyone from Dr Fauci to every lab tech in every lab but none for our children. These little heroes 

have stayed indoors more time than most can remember.  Their whole worlds have literally been turned upside 

down. Rules they have never known, wear a mask, social distance, wash your hands.   A life they could never 

imagine.  All the things they love, sports, friends, school, recess or just being youngsters, playing and socializing 

after school.  All taken away.  They hear, instead, adults talking about others becoming ill; they hear the news 

media reporting death after death, the graphs, and the flattening of the curve.  Our poor children’s minds must be 

racing.  Yet, every day they get up and carry on despite what is going on.  So, here’s to our little heroes: today, 

tomorrow, forever. 

But let’s remember that children don’t all have to be of elementary age; they are also high school and college age 

as well.  Some have been sent home.  their lives interrupted.  put on hold.  Children don’t see the longevity of life 

as we do, they see life as today and maybe tomorrow.  So, returning in the fall is a concept hard to grasp.  Yes, 

today modern technology can keep them “online” with education (except for labs) but no social interaction.  .just 

like us.  

For many of us, our children are grown and on their own, perhaps raising their own families.  They’re not here 

with us on a daily basis, but we need to stay connected.  Unless we experienced firsthand the pandemics of 1917 

or 1919, we cannot possibly see it from their perspective and even if we are of age, they are not interested in our 

“war stories.”  They will, however, tell us of their fears, their anxieties.  They will seek understanding and 

encouragement.  So, let’s keep “our little heroes” foremost in our thoughts and prayers.  Give them the shout out 

they deserve.  Let’s be good listeners.  Let’s be good stewards.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stewardship Thoughts on Mother’s Day, 2020 

This year we will be celebrating Mother’s Day somewhat differently than perhaps in prior 

years.  With the stay-at-home order in place, there will be no Mass, no customary special 

blessing for mothers, no brunch, no dinners, perhaps only a phone call or a video 

teleconference.  But we will give thanks and be grateful.  Grateful for our mother who gave 

us life and raised us. 

Let us also remember that Jesus had a mother too, our Blessed Mother, Mary, full of grace.  

She gave birth to baby Jesus in Bethlehem; raised him in Nazareth.  He was human, just 

like us, in all things but sin.  He might have even made a Mother’s Day gift in Joseph’s 

workshop.  Mary was his first teacher.  Remember her words at Cana: “...do what He tells 

you to.” Mary, like most mothers, was the strength and guidance of the family and a model 

of faith.  

This might be a reason Bishop John Caroll, Bishop of Baltimore, MD issued a pastoral letter 

in 1792 declaring the United States under the protection of Mary, just as the Holy Family 

had been.  Then in 1846 at the Council of Baltimore, Mary was named Patroness of the 

United States with the title The Immaculate Conception; later approved by Pope Pius XI in 

1847. 

Regardless of our status in life or our culture, we all have a mother; many might be 

fortunate to still have them with us today, perhaps even in our homes.   So regardless of 

how we celebrate, be grateful, recall a few cherished moments of your childhood. 

Remember the guidance she taught.  Perhaps a story she might have read or a lesson she 

taught, even a prayer.   Let us also remember our Heavenly Mother, Mary.  Let us seek her 

guidance especially now in 2020, the year of the pandemic.  Mary followed Jesus to the 

cross and she will teach us as well with the same love she gave Jesus.  Remember her 

words ”do what He tells you.”  Let Mary be our model of faith. Let us be good stewards of 

one another as Mary was to the Holy Family.  

 

Happy Mother’s Day! 


